SECURE ENCRYPTED TRANSMISSION OF NETWORK DATA IN CLOUD COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT
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Abstract. In order to solve the problem of communication data theft in conventional network communication data transmission methods and ensure the security of network communication data transmission, it is necessary to design new network communication data security transmission methods based on cloud computing technology, formulate network communication data security transmission agreements, construct a network communication data security transmission model based on cloud computing technology, and design a network communication data security transmission scheme. Implement secure transmission of network communication data. The experimental results show that after using the designed network communication data secure transmission method, the amount of stolen communication data is less than that of conventional methods. This proves that the designed network communication data secure transmission method has high transmission security, good transmission effect, and reliability, and can be used as a reference for subsequent network communication data encryption transmission.
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1. Introduction. With the popularization of cloud computing applications, the massive amount of enterprise and user data in the cloud has enormous asset value, attracting a large number of hackers to attack and steal. Various security vulnerabilities bring potential security threats, and new network attack methods are constantly being introduced [1]. The security forms faced by cloud computing environments are becoming increasingly complex. Intelligent protection measures need to be utilized, using industrial intelligence as the engine, based on expert knowledge bases, deep learning, and big data analysis, to deeply analyze internal and external threat intelligence data, providing intelligent perception, intelligent warning, intelligent decision-making, and intelligent response for the computing environment, as shown in Figure 1. Enhance the intelligence level of cloud computing system security protection to more quickly respond to complex and changing cloud computing security threats [2,3]. Cloud technology categorizes and solves database information on Internet technology to ensure the data transmission efficiency of various multimedia communication connection functions, and can provide real-time feedback in all data information running system software. A partition planning method is proposed based on the application characteristics of cloud computing technology. It is necessary to obtain authorization from the customer to ensure the construction of a data information connection security exit from the physical server to the network server. In addition, the entire process of data transmission is logically operated according to the original operating procedures, and each step of the data analysis method has corresponding operability. During data transmission, customers can manually operate and issue instructions. So as to achieve real-time changes in data information transmission. Secondly, enhance the characteristics. In terms of data transmission methods, the security performance of software systems is an important guarantee for all data transmission processes. Finally, detailed features [4]. For traditional computer devices, frame loss and other situations often occur when transmitting data, resulting in incomplete transmission of data information. And by applying cloud computing technology, further authorization can be granted based on the instructions of data information, ensuring accurate communication between customer commands and the workflow processing system generated by data information, making the data management process more logical.
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Fig. 1.1: Intelligent Cloud Security Defense

and less susceptible to external influences. Regarding cloud technology, the establishment of virtual environments involves synchronously projecting data and information onto physical servers to ensure precise connection between communication workflows and intelligent terminal workflows [5]. However, in the first stage, expanding the technological nature of open internet data transmission will have a corresponding impact on network information security. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the stability and basic construction of Internet technology, effectively avoiding security risks caused by data information loss or theft.


2.1. Develop secure transmission protocols for network communication data. The conventional network communication data transmission methods are susceptible to internal and external transmission attacks. Therefore, the network communication data security transmission method designed by the author has formulated an effective network communication data security transmission protocol based on the transmission information of each node in the network communication [6,7]. The protocol designed by the author uses the principle of information bundling to resist unknown information transmission theft attacks. In the process of network communication data transmission, there are often multiple transmission nodes, and the distribution of these transmission nodes is also very irregular, so they are easily captured during the data transmission process. Therefore, the author used the deployment resource method to pre determine the location of node aggregation in the communication transmission network, and determined the attack model that poses a threat to data security transmission at this time. The designed transmission protocol was divided into two different parts. TESLA was used to set a node shared clock, and a protocol verification system was constructed. The sender can verify the legitimacy of the initial data packet based on the transmission delay of the signal. At this time, it can be assumed that the identity of the initial data packet m is id, and its transmission format is shown in Equation 2.1 [8].

\[ m = id, T_{int}, K_0, T_0, N, I_0, d \geq \text{Sign}(m), \text{cert} \]  

(2.1)

In Equation 2.1, d represents the transmission delay of the secret key, Sign (m) represents the signature, cert represents the certificate distributed by the center, and \( T_{int}, K_0, T_0, N, I_0 \) represents the transmission authentication parameters. After the transmission starts, adjacent nodes will immediately send verification IDs to generate the location information of each data secure transmission node. At this time, nodes can be re
planned and beacon grouping can be carried out, as shown in Equation 2.2 [9].

\[ B_j = \{id, id_x, id_y, I_t, e_j, P(B_{j+1})\} \]  

(2.2)

In Equation 2.2, \( id_x, id_y \) represents the location information of data transmission, \( I_t \) represents the transmission time interval, \( e_j \) represents the sleep group variable, \( P(B_{j+1}) \) represents the expected beacon group, and \( B_j \) represents the beacon group packet. The authentication delay within the network communication data secure transmission protocol developed by the author needs to be strictly calculated according to the hash function. Therefore, this delay is always in a changing state, consistent with the periodic relationship of network communication nodes. Therefore, based on the energy relationship of beacon changes, the attack location for the next communication data transmission can be predicted to achieve secure transmission. Research has shown that as time intervals increase, the secret keys within the established transmission protocol remain confidential and there are different beacon groups. In order to further improve the security of the protocol, the author conducted beacon location verification, first sending beacon packets by a neighboring node and then receiving them by the receiver. At this time, the security conditions of the protocol are shown in Equation 2.3.

\[ \frac{t_r - T_0}{T_{int}} \leq I_t + d \]  

(2.3)

In Equation 2.3, \( t_r \) represents the local receiving time, and \( T_{int} \) represents the actual receiving time. If the network communication data security transmission conditions at this time meet the above security conditions, it proves that the network communication data can be safely received, on the contrary, it proves that network communication data cannot be securely received and needs to be re-grouped to verify the authenticity of the transmission in sequence until the transmission conditions meet the transmission conditions specified in the protocol [10]. This can improve the security of network communication data transmission and effectively reduce the number of information theft.

2.2. Building a secure transmission model for network communication data based on cloud computing technology. In the process of transmitting network communication data, it is necessary to continuously schedule communication data transmission resources and improve the reliability of network data transmission channels in real time. However, conventional network communication data security transmission methods do not have an effective resource scheduling security transmission model, which does not meet the reliability requirements of current network communication data transmission, therefore, the author has constructed an effective network communication data security transmission model based on cloud computing technology, further improving the effectiveness of network communication data transmission. The author combines the principles of virtual resource scheduling in cloud computing technology and designs a network communication data virtualization sampling model \( p \), as shown in Equation 2.4.

\[ p = x(t + q\delta t) - h(t + q\delta t) + \omega \]  

(2.4)

In Equation 2.4, \( x \) represents the center reconstruction transmission data, \( t \) represents the reconstruction time, \( q \) represents the minimum dimension, \( \delta t \) represents the initial reconstruction time, \( h \) represents the cloud computing security function, and \( \omega \) represents the weighting coefficient, this model can fully extract the transmission characteristics of network communication data, randomly allocate the features, and then input them into the cloud computing data resource analysis center for resource scheduling processing, at this point, the model can be used to complete network communication data sampling, and the sampled data can be stored in the cloud computing center resource library, which is then processed by the host system to complete the initial resource configuration. At this time, the cloud computing center resource library contains multiple limited datasets \( X \), as shown in Equation 2.5 [11].

\[ X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\} \]  

(2.5)

In Equation 2.5, \( x_1, x_2, ..., x_n \) represents the secure transmission data node, at this point, spatial action capture can be performed to obtain the initial features of the cloud computing center resource library and perform feature evolution. At this point, the evolution peak parameter needs to be calculated, and the calculation
formula Y is shown in Equation 2.6.

\[ Y = X(T + K) \sum_{t=1}^{n} h_t(N - 1)^r \]  

(2.6)

In Equation 2.6, T represents the action capture time, K represents the cloud computing feature vector, \( h_t \) represents the security matching parameter, N represents the sampling time delay, and r represents the number of sampling times, at this point, using this peak can determine the fitting relationship between network communication data and resources, and design a secure transmission model C for cloud computing data centers, as shown in Equation 2.7 [12].

\[ C = XY f^{\pi f_k} \]  

(2.7)

In Equation 2.7, f represents the normalized frequency, j represents the real-time traffic of the cloud computing center, and k represents the secure transmission constant. This model can recombine and decompose resources based on the nonlinear characteristics of network communication data transmission, identify data center resource information in real time, and improve the stability of the internal environment of network communication transmission, due to the transferability of network communication data, the transmission method designed by the author assigns relevant correlation rules within it, and combines the frequency of data output for feature description. The descriptive formula Q is shown in Equation 2.8 [13].

\[ Ra_ne^{-\pi f} \]  

(2.8)

In Equation 2.8, R represents the transmission matching function, an represents the center resource scheduling information \( e^{-\pi f} \), and represents the cloud computing transmission coefficient. Based on the feature description, data transmission security optimization can be advanced, that is, three-dimensional reconstruction of the cloud computing center can be performed to obtain the network data security transmission iteration formula as shown in Equation 2.9.

\[ W = \theta_1(k) - R[\phi(k)] \]  

(2.9)

In Equation 2.9, \( \theta_1(k) \) represents the resource information after iteration, \( \phi(k) \) representing secure filtering resources, this iterative formula can be used to complete the secure iteration of network communication data, conduct comprehensive spectrum analysis, and obtain the resource transmission optimization scheduling set as shown in Equation 2.10.

\[ A(t) = E + W\sqrt{aB} \]  

(2.10)

In Equation 2.10, E represents the output spectrum vector, W represents the data transmission initialization parameter, a represents the oscillation amplitude, and B represents the correlation coefficient [14]. Using the resource transmission optimization scheduling set obtained above can ensure the network communication data transmission environment and improve the security of network communication data transmission.

2.3. Design a secure transmission plan for network communication data . The final step in achieving secure transmission of network communication data is to design a secure transmission scheme for network communication data[15]. Combining the secure transmission requirements of network communication data and existing data security transmission frameworks, the communication cost of the secure transmission scheme can be formulated, which aims to achieve autonomous and secure transmission of data, perform data flow authentication and encryption, design relevant WIA-PA node packets, and improve the security of the network communication scheme. The scheme designed by the author includes the HMAC-SM3 authentication part, which can be combined with the SM4 encryption algorithm for transmission initialization processing, and then send node authentication and key design identification to relevant communication data transmission nodes. Each node can use this identification to complete message authentication, send request messages to the gateway, and then the gateway performs reasonable verification to complete bidirectional transmission.
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Table 3.1: Key length and transmission weight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key length</th>
<th>Transmission weight</th>
<th>Key length</th>
<th>Transmission weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSA 16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>ECC 16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 32</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>ECC 32</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 64</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>ECC 64</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 128</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>ECC 128</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 256</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>ECC 256</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 512</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>ECC 512</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 1024</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>ECC 1024</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA 2048</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>ECC 2048</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and response. In order to increase the controllability of the design scheme and avoid irregular attacks during data transmission, the CCM algorithm was set up in the early stage of data transmission, and a random number factor was introduced to effectively avoid random attacks and achieve secure transmission of network communication data.

The secure transmission scheme for network communication data designed by the author can ensure the authenticity of transmitted messages, that is, during the data exchange process, it can effectively authenticate the identities of the transmitting party and the sending party, improve the reliability of data exchange, timely use relevant processing parameters for verification, and minimize the impact of external attacks on the secure transmission of network communication data [16]. Ensuring data security and integrity, attackers cannot maliciously tamper with verification information, steal transmission information, update transmission keys in a timely manner, avoid information interception, improve the anti forgery of network communication data transmission, and enhance transmission reliability.

3. Results and Analysis. In order to verify the transmission security of the cloud computing technology-based network communication data secure transmission method designed by the author, the author compared it with conventional network communication data secure transmission methods and conducted experiments as follows.

3.1. Experimental preparation. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the experiment, the WIA-PA principle was adopted to ensure the reliability of the experiment. In addition, the ONS network security experimental platform was selected as the communication data secure transmission experimental platform. The experimental platform selected Pentium Dual 1.86G CPU with 56G memory and used Windows XP SP3 as the operating system, due to the large amount of network communication data involved, the experimental platform also added a 120G experimental hard drive and used JavaJDK 1.6.0_24 virtual machines completed the experiment, and the experimental platform mainly uses TA-ONS and AM OSCM as security mechanisms, uses MAC functions to reduce computational difficulty and reduce the number of operations, in addition, the number of communication mechanism interactions in the experiment is not fixed and has a certain correlation with actual secure transmission operations and queries. At this time, the RSA network communication data secure transmission experiment docking key can be formulated in combination with the above security mechanism parameters. The length and transmission weight of the key selected by the author are shown in Table 3.1, Figure 3.1, 3.2 [17].

As shown in Table 3.1, the security level of keys with different lengths varies, and there are certain differences in the length and transmission weight of the above keys. This proves that the selected transmission key meets the experimental requirements and can effectively reduce network data communication transmission security detection errors, the author selected a total of 126465 network communication transmission data for experiments, all of which met the requirements of SM3 communication transmission password grouping. In order to better fit the actual data transmission situation, the experimental platform selected by the author combined with the CCM experimental mode to design a virtual attack module, it contains a rich attack library that can simulate actual data theft situations and complete network communication data security transmission experiments. At present, there is a high cost in conducting network communication data security transmission experiments,
which can easily generate high testing delays and is very detrimental to ensuring the accuracy of the experiments, therefore, before starting the experiment, it is necessary to first calculate the experimental delay to minimize its interference on the experiment. The average delay $T$ calculation formula at this time is shown in Equation 3.1 [18].

$$T = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (t_0 - t_1)}{t_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

In Equation 3.1, represents the number of cost calculations and represents the authentication time of each
Table 3.2: Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of data transmitted</th>
<th>The number of stolen data in the network communication data security transmission method based on cloud computing technology designed by the author</th>
<th>The number of data stolen from conventional network communication data transmission methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>598</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>781</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1052</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3.3: Comparison of experimental results

communication transmission node. At this point, the calculated average delay can be excluded, providing reference for subsequent network communication data security transmission experiments.

3.2. Experimental Results. In the selected experimental platform, 126465 selected network communication transmission data were transmitted using the cloud computing technology based secure transmission method designed by the author and the conventional network communication data transmission method, in order to reduce experimental time, the author randomly selected several data points from 126465 for transmission experiments and detected the total number of data points stolen after transmission using two methods. The experimental results are shown in Tables 3.2 and figure 3.3 [19].

From Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3, it can be seen that the network communication data secure transmission method designed by the author based on cloud computing technology has fewer data stolen after transmission, while the conventional network communication data transmission method has more data stolen. This proves that the transmission effect of the designed network communication data secure transmission method is good and reliable [20].
4. Conclusion. The development of network technology has changed the transmission environment of wireless communication networks, and has also generated many security issues related to network communication data transmission. Research has shown that conventional network communication data transmission methods are affected by network environment fluctuations, and their transmitted data is easily stolen, which does not meet the current reliability requirements of network communication data transmission, therefore, the author designed a new network communication data secure transmission method based on cloud computing technology and conducted experiments. The results showed that the designed network communication data secure transmission method had fewer data stolen after transmission, proving its high transmission security and certain application value. It can be used as a reference for subsequent communication network security maintenance.
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